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ORIGINAL ARTICLE
Prediction Rules for the Detection of Coronary Artery Plaques
Evidence From Cardiac CT
Stefan C. Saur, MSc,* Philippe C. Cattin, PhD,*† Lotus Desbiolles, MD,‡ Thomas J. Fuchs, MSc,§
Ga´bor Sze´kely, PhD,* and Hatem Alkadhi, MD‡
Objectives: To evaluate spatial plaque distribution patterns in coronary
arteries based on computed tomography coronary angiography data sets and
to express the learned patterns in prediction rules. An application is proposed
to use these prediction rules for the detection of initially missed plaques.
Material and Methods: Two hundred fifty two consecutive patients with
chronic coronary artery disease underwent contrast-enhanced dual-source
computed tomography coronary angiography for clinical indications. Coro-
nary artery plaques were manually labeled on a 16-segment coronary model
and their position (ie, segments and bifurcations) and composition (ie,
calcified, mixed, or noncalcified) were noted. The frequent itemset mining
algorithm was used to statistically search for plaque distribution patterns.
The patterns were expressed as prediction rules: given plaques at certain
locations as conditions, a prediction rule gave evidence—with a certain
confidence value—for a plaque at another location within the coronary artery
tree. Prediction rules with the highest confidence values were evaluated and
described. Furthermore, to improve manual plaque detection, all prediction
rules were applied on the patient data to search for segments with potentially
missed plaques. These segments were then reviewed in a second, guided
reading for the existence of plaques. The same number of segments was also
determined by a weighted random approach to evaluate the quality of
prediction resulting from frequent itemset mining.
Results: In 200 of 252 (79.4%) patients, at least one coronary plaque (range,
1–22 plaques) was found. In total 1229 plaques (990 calcified, 80.6%; 227
mixed, 18.5%; 12 noncalcified, 1%) distributed, over 916 coronary segments
and 507 vessels were manually labeled. Four plaque distribution patterns
were identified: 20.6% of the patients had no plaques at all; 31.7% had
plaques in the left coronary artery tree; 46.4% had plaques both in left and
right coronary arteries, whereas 1.2% of the patients had plaques solely in the
right coronary artery (RCA). General rules were found predicting plaques in
the left anterior descending artery (LAD), given plaques in segments of the
RCA or in the left main artery. Further general rules predicted plaques in the
LAD, given plaques in the circumflex artery. In the guided review, the segment
selection based on the prediction rules from frequent itemset mining per-
formed significantly better (P  0.001) than the weighted random approach
by revealing 48 initially missed plaques.
Conclusions: This study demonstrates spatial plaque distribution patterns in
coronary arteries as determined with cardiac CT. Use of the frequent itemset
mining algorithm yielded rules that predicted plaques at certain sites given
plaques at other sites of the coronary artery tree. Use of these prediction rules
improved the manual labeling of coronary plaques as initially missed plaques
could be predicted with the guided review.
Key Words: coronary artery, plaque, computed tomography, spatial
distribution, prediction rules
(Invest Radiol 2009;44: 483–490)
Atherosclerotic cardiovascular diseases represent one of the lead-ing causes of morbidity and mortality in developed countries. In
the presence of atherosclerotic coronary artery disease (CAD),
plaques develop by the accumulation of lipid or calcified deposits in
the coronary vessel walls. The imaging finding of coronary lumen
narrowing typically correlates with the presence of stable symptom-
atic disease caused by restricted blood supply to the myocardium.1
Another manifestation of CAD is acute coronary syndrome with
myocardial infarction or sudden cardiac death that often is caused by
the disruption of coronary plaques and subsequent thrombus forma-
tion.2,3 Beyond the degree of luminal narrowing, plaque composi-
tion (ie, calcified, noncalcified, or mixed plaques)4–6 and plaque
localization7–10 represent additional major determinants of the risk
of developing the various clinical manifestations of CAD. Thus,
characterization of coronary obstruction, plaque morphology, and
plaque location is important for detecting and stratifying the risk of
patients with CAD.11
The imaging reference standard for the detection and charac-
terization of coronary artery plaques is intravascular ultrasound
(IVUS). Owing to its excellent spatial and contrast resolution, IVUS
is able to characterize and classify coronary artery plaques with a
high accuracy as compared with histopathology.12,13 However,
IVUS is a considerably invasive procedure and, in addition, is not
able to depict the vessel wall in more distal coronary segments
because of the relatively large diameter of the device.
Recently, computed tomography coronary angiography
(CTCA) has emerged as a robust and accurate modality for the
noninvasive assessment of coronary arteries with respect to the
presence or absence of coronary artery stenoses.14–16 Being a
cross-sectional imaging modality, CTCA also allows for the detec-
tion and characterization of coronary plaques.17–20 Various recent
studies have demonstrated different plaque type compositions as
determined with CT to be associated with different manifestations of
CAD, ie, acute coronary syndrome or stable angina.17 Furthermore,
the importance of plaque detection and quantification by CTCA has
been recently highlighted through demonstration of its prognostic
value in patients with known or suspected CAD.21 However, CTCA
depicts only the majority but not all coronary plaques in comparison
with IVUS. This was explained by the still limited spatial, temporal,
and contrast resolution of current CT technology.11 Another expla-
nation for the lower performance of CTCA in comparison with
IVUS has been suggested to be the considerable intra- and interob-
server variability for the detection and differentiation of plaques
with CTCA.22
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The purpose of this study was to search for spatial distribution
patterns of coronary artery plaques using CTCA data sets. Based on
these patterns, prediction rules of plaque distributions were extracted.
These rules were then used for a targeted review of coronary segments
in a second reading with regard to potentially missed plaques.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Between August 2007 and December 2007, 252 consecutive
patients (166 male, 86 female, age 64.5  11.6 years, range: 28–88
years) who underwent CTCA for clinical indications were enrolled
for this study. Demographic data and clinical characteristics of the
patients are summarized in Table 1. All patients had a low- to
intermediate pretest probability of having CAD and suffered from
typical angina (15.9%), atypical angina (26.6%), or nonanginal chest
pain (57.5%). None of the patients suffered from unstable angina.
All patients were referred for ruling-out significant coronary steno-
ses. Patients with known allergy to iodinated contrast agent, serum
creatinine greater than 1.5 mg/dL, glucophage (metformin) treat-
ment, and hyperthyroidism were excluded from study enrolment.
This retrospective study was approved by the local ethics committee
who waived the written informed consent requirement.
CT Protocol
All patients were scanned on a dual-source CT scanner
(Somatom Definition, Siemens Medical Solutions, Forchheim, Ger-
many) following a standard CTCA protocol. All patients received a
single dose of 2.5 mg isosorbiddinitrate s. l. (Isoket, Schwarz
Pharma, Monheim, Germany). No beta-receptor antagonists were
given prior to CT. For CTCA, 80 mL of a nonionic, iodinated
contrast agent (Ultravist 370, 370 mg/mL, Bayer Schering Pharma,
Berlin, Germany) was injected at a flow rate of 5 mL/s followed by
30 mL saline solution through an antecubital vein. Contrast agent
application was controlled by bolus tracking in the ascending aorta
(signal attenuation threshold 100 HU). Scanning parameters were:
detector collimation 32 0.6 mm, slice acquisition 64 0.6 mm by
means of a z-flying focal spot, gantry rotation time 330 milliseconds,
pitch of 0.2 to 0.5 depending on the heart rate (HR), tube current
time product 330 mAs as per rotation, and tube potential 120 kV.
The CT scans were performed from the level of the tracheal bifurcation
to the diaphragm in a cranio-caudal direction. Electrocardiography-
gated tube current modulation for radiation dose reduction was used in
all patients.23 CTCA scans were reconstructed using a mono-segment
algorithm24 with a slice thickness of 0.75 mm, a reconstruction incre-
ment of 0.4 mm, and using a soft-tissue convolution kernel (B26f)
during mid-diastole at 70% of the RR interval. When motion artifacts
were present in this data set, additional reconstructions were performed
in 5% steps within the full tube current window.
Data Analysis
A graphical user interface has been developed with MeVis-
Lab software (MeVis Research, Bremen, Germany) for the manual
labeling of the coronary plaques. Patient information from all data
sets was removed prior to the data analysis to allow for an anony-
mized read-out. A radiologist with 7 years of experience in cardio-
vascular radiology determined the type, position, and the degree of
stenosis for each plaque. The position of the plaques were defined
according to the scheme proposed by the American Heart Associa-
tion.25 In addition to the 16 segments, the 9 bifurcations of the
model were also included as positions in this study, as bifurcations
are preferred locations for the development of plaques.26 A plaque
was assigned to a bifurcation when it was centered in this location
and did not extend more than 2 mm into adjacent coronary segments.
If a plaque extended over more than one segment, it was labeled
according to its most proximal position. In the following, the term
segment will be equivalently used to refer to a segment or bifurca-
tion. Segments were combined to vessels which in turn were
summarized as branches of the coronary artery tree. Four vessels
were differentiated: the right coronary artery (RCA) consisted of
segment 1 through 4 with all the enclosed bifurcations. The left main
artery (LM) was equivalent to segment 5 including its bifurcation
TABLE 1. Patient Demographics and Clinical Characteristics
of the Study Population
Total
No. patients 252 (100%)
Age (yr) 64.5  11.6 (28–88)
Male/female 166/86 (65.9%/34.1%)
BMI (kg/m2) 25.7  4.0 (19.1–34.1)
Heart rate (bpm) 67.3  6.8 (51–88)
Risk factors
Smoker 121 (48.0%)
Diabetes 29 (11.5%)
High serum cholesterol 110 (43.7%)
Arterial hypertension 160 (63.5%)
Positive family history 101 (40.1%)
Reasons for referral
Typical angina 40 (15.9%)
Atypical angina 67 (26.6%)
Non anginal chest pain 145 (57.5%)
BMI indicates body mass index.
FIGURE 1. Examples of the 3 different types of plaques that were differentiated at CTCA: (A) purely calcified plaques, (B)
mixed plaques indicating a mixture of calcified and noncalcified components, and (C) purely noncalcified plaques.
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into the left anterior descending (LAD, segment 6–10), and circum-
flex (CX, segment 11–15) artery, respectively. Two branches were
distinguished, namely the right coronary tree (RCA) and the left
coronary tree composed of LM, CX, LAD, and segment 16.
Three different types of plaques were differentiated on a
visual basis (using the soft tissue convolution reconstructions) at
CTCA: purely calcified plaques, mixed plaques indicating a mixture
of calcified and noncalcified plaques, and purely noncalcified
plaques (Fig. 1). The plaques were further characterized as being
obstructive, indicating a vessel diameter narrowing greater than
50%, or as nonobstructive, indicating a luminal narrowing below
50%, based on CTCA. The reader was allowed to adapt the window-
level settings for the plaque analysis. Selected ranges for the width
and the center were 1000 to 1600 and 350 to 500, respectively.
Spatial Plaque Distribution Patterns
The frequent itemset mining algorithm was used to test for
spatial plaque distribution patterns.27 The basic concept of this
approach and the role of prediction rules that express correlations
among the spatial distribution of plaques are briefly explained in the
following section.
Frequent itemset mining was originally introduced for per-
forming a market basket analysis.27 The purpose of such an analysis
is to derive patterns of products that are frequently bought together.
For this, the items in customer’s baskets are analyzed for a certain
number of baskets. Afterward, so-called association rules can be
derived that represent statistical correlations which are used to
research the dependencies among items. An association rule ex-
presses the probability that—given a set of items (itemset) in a
basket–a certain other item is also present. Therefore, it can be used
to predict the content of new baskets if only some items are given.
Because of their predictive character, association rules are referred
to as prediction rules in the following.
For the application of frequent itemset mining in this study, a
patient “corresponded” to a basket. Multiple items such as the
coronary segment, the coronary vessel, and the branch were as-
signed to each plaque to describe its position in different hierarchical
levels.28
A prediction rule has the form “conditions 3 conclusion
(support, confidence)” and refers to a relation between one or more
items—the conditions—and one item as the conclusion. The expres-
siveness of a prediction rule is given by its support and confidence
measure. The support of a prediction rule is the percentage of cases
in which it applies in the observed population.29 Thus, it is a
measure of the generality of a prediction rule. The confidence of a
prediction rule is the percentage of cases in which the rule is correct
relative to the number of cases in which it is applicable, ie, the
conditions are met.27 For example a prediction rule “segment 6,
segment 93 segment 5 (35%, 93%)” means that plaques in segment
6 and segment 9 (found in 35% of all observations in the data set)
indicate the existence of an additional plaque in segment 5 with a
probability of 93%. If not stated otherwise, a minimum confidence
value of 80% and a minimum support value of 15% were required
for the prediction rules in this study.
Guided Review Based on Frequent Itemset Mining
Based on the results from frequent itemset mining giving rise
to spatial plaque distribution patterns, the radiologist from the first
reading was guided for a second read-out. The idea of this guided
review was to avoid a complete second reading by reviewing only
specific segments having a high probability of containing initially
missed plaques, as predicted by the results from frequent itemset
mining. The prediction rules were applied on each of the 252 data
sets to search for additional plaques. Guided review by frequent
itemset mining was used to extract a list of segments to be reviewed
in the guided review. Therefore, it was tested if there were predic-
tion rules indicating the presence of additional plaques in segments
not labeled yet.
For comparison, the same number of segments was deter-
mined by a weighted random approach to evaluate the quality of the
segment selection from frequent itemset mining. This weighted
random approach selected segments by considering only the prob-
ability of occurrence for a plaque in a specific position. It was the
most intuitive way to select segments for review: those segments
where many plaques were observed in the first labeling have a
higher probability of containing missed plaques in general and are
therefore selected with higher frequency for review.
The reader from the initial labeling was then asked to review
the selected segments from frequent itemset mining and the
weighted random approach for the presence of missed plaques. For
this second reading, the reader was blinded to the approach that
selected the segment. To ascertain the presence of the initially
missed plaques that were detected in the second reading, a second
radiologist (also with 7 years of experience in cardiovascular imag-
ing) was consulted for consensus. The guided review was performed
3 months after the initial labeling.
Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using the software pack-
age R (release 2.8.0 for Windows, available at: www.r-project.org).
Quantitative variables were expressed as means standard deviations.
Categorical variables were expressed as frequencies or percentages.
A Fisher exact test and a Pearson 2 test with Yates’ continuity
correction were used to measure the performance of guided review
by frequent itemset mining in comparison with the guided review by
a weighted random selection of segments. Because of the non-
Gaussian distribution of the number of plaques per patient, a
Mann-Whitney U test was performed to compare the average num-
ber of plaques in male and female patients. A P  0.05 was
considered statistically significant for all tests.
RESULTS
Coronary Artery Plaques
In 200 of 252 (79.4%) patients, at least one coronary plaque
(range 1–22 plaques) was found. In total 1229 plaques (990 calci-
fied, 80.6%; 227 mixed, 18.5%; 12 noncalcified, 1%) distributed,
over 916 coronary segments and 507 vessels were manually labeled
(Table 2). The average number of plaques for patients having at least
one plaque was 6.1 (median 5).
Male patients had on average 6.9 plaques (5.6 calcified, 1.3
mixed, and 0.05 noncalcified plaques), being significantly (P 
0.001) more than the average in female patients (average 4.0, 3.3
calcified, 0.6 mixed, and 0.05 noncalcified).
Calcified and mixed plaques were most often found in seg-
ment 6 (132 calcified, 48 mixed), segment 1 (126 calcified,
34 mixed), and segment 7 (112 calcified, 25 mixed). Because
of the few number of noncalcified plaques, no preferred location for
those plaques could be concluded.
A total of 129 (10.5%) obstructive plaques (95 calcified, 31
mixed, 3 noncalcified) and 1100 (89.5%) nonobstructive plaques
were detected in the 200 patients having plaques, as determined by
CTCA. Obstructive plaques were most often located in segment 7
(23), segment 6 (22), and in segment 1 (18) (see Table 2).
Spatial Plaque Distribution Patterns
Four special plaque distribution patterns could be identified in
the 252 patients. Fifty-two of the 252 patients (20.6%) had no
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plaques at all; 80 of the 252 patients (31.7%) had plaques only in the
left coronary artery tree (ie, the LM, LAD, and CX); 117 of the 252
patients (46.4%) had plaques both in the left and the right coronary
artery tree; and 3 of the 252 patients (1.2%) had plaques solely in the
right coronary tree (Fig. 2).
Frequent Itemset Mining–Prediction Rules
Based on the labeled plaques, frequent itemset mining ex-
tracted a total of 70796 prediction rules with a minimum confidence
value of 80% and a minimum support of 15%. In general, there
existed several rules showing evidence for a plaque at one and the
same position. The differences between those rules were the amount
of conditions but also the conditions themselves. Simple patterns
were characterized by prediction rules with only one condition item
(eg, segment 3 3 segment 6 (24.6, 88.7)) whereas more specific
patterns had multiple condition items (eg, segment 3 and CX 3
segment 6 (18.3, 91.3)). These specific patterns had higher confi-
dence values. However, the support values decreased for more
complex rules because their underlying plaque distribution patterns
were less frequently observed in the patients.
The assignment of multiple items for each plaque allowed for
a pattern analysis at (ie, vessel to vessel, segment to segment) and
between different hierarchical levels (ie, segment to vessel and vice
versa). In this study, we focused on plaque distribution patterns with
prediction rules having one condition item. If multiple prediction
rules fulfilled this criterion, the one with the highest confidence
value was chosen.
All Plaques
Vessel to Vessel
General rules having a high support and confidence value
were found indicating the existence of a plaque in the left anterior
descending (LAD) given a plaque in any of the segments of the
RCA. Furthermore, general rules supporting the existence of a
plaque in the LAD, given a plaque in the CX or the left main artery
(LM), were found (Table 3).
Segment to Segment
On this hierarchical level, a plaque in segment 3, 4, 5, 11, or
13 predicted a plaque in segment 6 with a high confidence (80.5%
to 90.9%). Similarly, a plaque in segment 2 predicted a plaque in
segment 1 with a high confidence (84.8%, see Table 3).
Segment to Vessel
Various rules predicting plaques in other vessels giving the
existence of a plaque in certain segments were found: for example a
plaque in segment 1, 2, 3, 5, 11, or 13 predicted a plaque in the LAD
with high confidence (see Table 3).
Vessel to Segment
Rules predicting plaques in certain vessels based on existing
plaques in other segments were found. For example, having a plaque
in the CX, there was a confidence of 86.7% that also a plaque in
TABLE 2. Plaque Distribution in the Study Population at 25 Possible Locations
(Including Segments and Bifurcations) of the Coronary Artery Tree as Determined by
CTCA
Segment/Bifurcation
All Plaques Obstructive Plaques
Calcified Mixed Noncalcified Calcified Mixed Noncalcified
1 126 34 3 11 6 1
1  2 2 1 0 1 0 0
2 73 11 2 5 2 1
2  3 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 80 20 0 5 1 0
3  4 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 45 9 0 0 0 0
5 70 21 1 5 1 0
5  11 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 132 48 2 16 6 0
6  9 3 1 0 1 0 0
7 112 25 1 18 5 0
7  10 1 1 0 0 1 0
8 78 11 2 1 2 1
9 27 5 1 3 1 0
10 20 4 0 3 2 0
11 78 15 0 10 3 0
11  12 1 0 0 0 0 0
12 25 4 0 3 0 0
13 54 9 0 10 1 0
13  14 0 0 0 0 0 0
13  15 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 19 0 0 1 0 0
15 16 1 0 1 0 0
16 28 7 0 1 0 0
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segment 6 is present. A plaque in the LM predicted a plaque in
segment 6 with a confidence of 80.5% (see Table 3).
Mixed and Noncalcified Plaques
For mixed plaques, no prediction rules were found using the
minimum confidence value of 80% and one single condition item
such that we lowered the confidence threshold to 65% and allowed
for up to two condition items. Then several prediction rules were
found to predict the existence of mixed plaques at the vessel
level—ie, either within the right coronary tree (ie, RCA) or within
the left coronary tree (ie, LM, LAD, or CX) (Table 4). No rules were
found predicting mixed plaques in specific segments.
As only 12 noncalcified plaques were present in the patients
of this study (representing 1% of all plaques), no relevant patterns or
rules could be discerned with regard to this plaque type.
Guided Review
Based on the prediction rules extracted by frequent itemset
mining, 193 segments in 133 patients were selected for the guided
review. In these, an initially missed plaque was detected in 59
(30.6%) segments of 49 (36.8%) patients. From these 59 segments,
11 segments contained plaques extending over more than one
segment such that those plaques were already labeled in the first
reading with their most proximal segment position. Hence, in total
48 (24.9%) additionally detected plaques (32 calcified, 13 mixed, 3
noncalcified) in 41 (30.8%) patients were counted as true positives.
In comparison, the weighted random approach revealed only
22 (14 calcified, 5 mixed, 3 noncalcified) initially missed plaques in
the 193 segments in 131 patients selected by this approach. Guided
review by frequent itemset mining performed significantly better
(P  0.001) than the weighted random approach.
The distribution of additionally detected plaques over the
various segments is illustrated in Fig. 3. The weighted random
approach revealed 17 (77.3%) initially missed plaques in the left
coronary tree and 5 (22.7%) in the right coronary tree. The results
from frequent itemset mining were more balanced with 28 (58.4%)
initially missed plaques in the left and 20 (41.6%) initially missed
plaques in the right coronary tree, respectively.
DISCUSSION
It has been well documented through a number of epidemi-
ological studies that human coronary atherosclerosis shows a non-
uniform distribution in the coronary vasculature, not only among
different coronary arteries, but also along different segments of the
same vessel.4,30 This article is, to the best of our knowledge-the first
to describe spatial distribution patterns of coronary plaques by
including the entire coronary artery tree into the analysis. The spatial
FIGURE 2. Schematic representation of the coronary artery tree (adapted from the AHA25) illustrating the spatial plaque distri-
bution patterns in the 200 patients with coronary plaques. (A) in 31.7% of the patients, plaques were found only in the left
coronary artery tree; (B) in 46.4% of the patients, plaques were found both in the left and the right coronary artery tree; (C)
in 1.2% of the patients, plaques were located solely in the right coronary tree. The figures show the average number of
plaques encountered in each segment of the coronary artery tree for each group separately.
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plaque distribution patterns showed a predominance of plaques
involving primarily the left coronary artery tree, whereas only 1% of
the patients had plaques solely in the right coronary artery system.
The observed patterns allowed for the extraction of prediction rules
indicating the presence of plaques in certain positions when plaques
in other locations of the coronary artery tree were present. In patients
with chronic CAD, the prediction rules mainly involved plaques
being entirely calcified and—to a lesser degree–plaques being of
mixed composition. Use of these prediction rules significantly im-
proved the manual detection of coronary plaques.
Spatial Plaque Distribution Patterns
So far, all studies analyzing the distribution of coronary
plaques have evaluated the presence of plaques without considering
a possible correlation among the localizations of different plaques
within the coronary artery tree.7,9,10,31,32 For example, the localiza-
tion of occlusions,7 stenoses,32 ruptured plaques,9,31 and thin cap
fibroatheromas31 have been studied. Moreover, the circumferential
distribution pattern of plaques at bifurcations was assessed.10 In this
study, we sought to determine the spatial distribution patterns of
coronary plaques whereas taking into account the entire coronary
artery tree.
Three major spatial plaque distribution patterns could be
identified in our patient population. One group (20.6% of the
patients) had no plaques at all; another group (31.7% of the patients)
had plaques in the left coronary artery tree (ie, the LM, LAD, and
CX); whereas the largest group (46.4% of the patients) had plaques
both in the left and the right coronary artery tree. Plaques solely
located in the right coronary tree were observed in only 1.2% of the
patients.
The frequent itemset mining algorithm extracted relationships
between existing plaques and those that can be predicted with a
certain confidence. Various general rules with a confidence above
90% were found predicting plaques in the LAD given plaques in the
segments of the other coronary arteries. At the segment level, rules
existed with a confidence between 80% to 90% that predicted plaques
in the proximal LAD (segment 6) when plaques in different segments
of the RCA, LM, or CX were present (see, Tables 3 and 4).
This altogether indicates that when a patient with chronic
CAD shows plaques, these will primarily involve the LAD and
only secondarily the other coronary arteries. The other way
round, plaques in these patients involving any artery but not the
LAD represents a very rare finding. In the latter case, a search for
potentially overlooked plaques in the LAD should prompt the
initial review.
A possible reason for the observed spatial plaque distribution
patterns would be that the geometry of the left coronary artery tree
influencing hemodynamic features such as wall shear stress would
predispose the development of plaques more than does the geometry
of the right coronary artery.33 Another explanation could be a
temporal evolution of plaque development, with plaques occurring
first in the left coronary tree before developing later also in the right
coronary artery system. The lower rate of plaques found in the RCA
may also be attributable to the lower image quality in this vessel. As
the RCA has a greater motion within a cardiac cycle than the left
coronary tree, more blurring artifacts might be introduced that lower
the image quality and therefore interferes with the detection of
plaques.
In this study, prediction rules for mixed plaques were found
only with a lower confidence (ranging between 60%–70%), and no
prediction rules could be defined for noncalcified plaques. This most
probably is related to the patients studied herein who are known to
have a low prevalence for mixed and noncalcified plaques as
compared with patients with unstable angina, acute coronary syn-
dromes, or myocardial infarction.
Clinical Implications
The clinical implications for spatial plaque distribution pat-
terns found in this study are manifold. As plaques have a prognostic
value being independent of the presence or absence of luminal
obstruction21 they should be consistently detected in each CTCA
study. Atherosclerotic disease is a process that involves various
coronary segments.4 The likelihood of coexisting additional seg-
ments with potentially symptomatic atherosclerosis has raised the
question whether an interventional procedure directed to only one
lesion should not tackle others as well. With regard to CTCA, it
TABLE 3. Prediction Rules Including all Coronary Plaque
Types Given an Existing Plaque as Condition and a Predicted
Plaque at Certain Locations as Conclusion
Hierarchical
Level
Existing
Plaque
Predicted
Plaque
Support
Value (%)
Confidence
Value (%)
Vessel 3 vessel RCA LAD 47.6 92.5
LM LAD 32.5 90.2
CX LAD 38.9 95.9
Segment 3 segment Segment 2 Segment 1 26.2 84.8
Segment 3 Segment 6 24.6 88.7
Segment 4 Segment 6 15.1 86.8
Segment 5 Segment 6 32.5 80.5
Segment 11 Segment 6 28.6 87.5
Segment 13 Segment 6 17.5 90.9
Segment 3 vessel Segment 1 LAD 40.1 93.1
Segment 2 LAD 26.2 90.9
Segment 3 LAD 24.6 95.2
Segment 4 LAD 15.1 92.1
Segment 5 LAD 32.5 90.2
Segment 11 LAD 28.6 95.8
Segment 13 LAD 17.5 100.0
Vessel 3 segment LM Segment 6 32.5 80.5
CX Segment 6 38.9 86.7
TABLE 4. Prediction Rules for Mixed Plaques as Conclusion Given the Existence of Plaques (Calcified, Mixed,
or Noncalcified) at Certain Locations as Conditions
Hierarchical Level Existing Plaque Predicted Mixed Plaque Support Value Confidence Value
Segments 3 branch Segment 2 and 3 RCA 17.9 68.9
Segment 6 and 8 Left coronary tree* 19.4 65.3
Segment and vessel 3 vessel Segment 3 and LM RCA 15.9 65.0
RCA mixed and segment 6 Left coronary tree* 16.3 68.3
*Left coronary tree enclosing LM, LAD, CX, and segment 16, if present.
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appears therefore mandatory to identify not only one, presumably
obstructing plaque, but all plaques involving the entire coronary
artery tree. This, however, as outlined above, can be difficult
because of the lower performance of CT in comparison with the
reference standard IVUS. Our study results giving rise to prediction
rules help the interpreting radiologist through directing his review—
once a plaque was found–to other coronary segments which are
known to have a high probability to contain additional plaques.
As shown in the guided review, the prediction rules that
encode observed spatial distribution patterns improve the plaque
detection rate for manual labeling. Guided review can be used either
as an online- or an offline-tool. As an online-tool, the current
labeling would be automatically analyzed whereas the reader is still
detecting plaques. Segments of potential plaque locations would be
highlighted and continuously updated with the progress of manual
labeling. As an offline-tool, the guided review would be manually
triggered after the labeling and segments with potentially missed
plaques would then be highlighted or listed in a table.
Finally, the prediction rules as determined in this study may
be implemented in plaque detection software packages for improv-
ing their detection rate. Although automatic algorithms for plaque
detection have been proposed,34,35 their detection rates of 74% to
85% are still not optimal for routine clinical applications. In general,
these algorithms use intensity-based features such that the detection
of highly calcified plaques usually poses no problem. On the other
hand, weakly calcified and noncalcified plaques are more challeng-
ing to detect. Thus, uncertainties may arise whether a slight intensity
anomaly might be a plaque or not. When combined with an auto-
matic segment labeling of the coronary artery tree, the detection
algorithms may create additional evidence for the presence or
absence of plaques in the uncertain segments by using the prediction
rules in combination with the already detected plaques.
In this study, plaque distribution patterns from 252 patients
have been learned and applied for the guided review. Considering
the number of included patients, it is difficult to estimate an
appropriate minimum number of patients for extending the study
results to a broader patient population. At this point, variations in the
spatial distribution patterns are not known such that a power analysis
or other approaches are not feasible. As different populations with
different clinical presentations show variable plaque type and dis-
tribution patterns, corresponding items for the populations and
presentations should be created and assigned such that prediction
rules from the respective subgroup can be chosen in the guided
review process. The larger number of training data would also allow
to research possible correlations between cardiovascular risk factors
and specific spatial plaque distribution patterns.
Study Limitations
First, the plaques were labeled purely based on CTCA data
with no correlation to IVUS. On the other hand, IVUS is not able to
depict more distally located plaques, because of the diameter of the
device. Therefore, an analysis of the spatial distribution of plaques
including the entire coronary artery tree as performed in this study
would not have been feasible with IVUS. Second, the initial labeling
was performed by one reader such that observer variability was not
determined. On the other hand, this has been previously documented
in various studies.22 Third, we did not measure the time for labeling
the plaques in the first reading, nor did we measure the time for
reviewing the data sets in the second reading. Fourth, we did not
analyze possible relationships between spatial plaque distribution
patterns and cardiovascular risk factors, because of the sample size
of 252 patients being too low for this type of analysis. Finally, this
study did not analyze the spatial plaque distribution patterns in
patients with acute myocardial infarction or acute coronary syn-
dromes.
CONCLUSION
This study describes spatial distribution patterns of coronary
artery plaques based on CTCA data sets, which showed the plaques
primarily involving the left coronary artery tree. Prediction rules
were extracted to indicate the presence of plaques in certain posi-
tions when plaques in other locations of the coronary artery tree
were present. Use of these prediction rules significantly improved
the manual detection of coronary plaques.
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